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Tropical Savannas
Tropical savanna grasslands and woodlands:

Fire Severity
The 4th parameter, Fire Intensity, is a measure of the energy released (kW m-1) by fire. This is
not directly measurable and it is more important to know the EFFECT OF FIRE ON THE
VEGETATION. This is the key ecological & land management measure required, and is referred
to as the FIRE

SEVERITY.

Methods
Initially, REFLECTANCE SPECTRA for patches of fire affected
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GROUND MEASUREMENTS are collected at the same GPS location
describing stand structure and the proportions of cover of the
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The ground data are the input to a Radiative Transfer MODEL, taking into account leaf area
parameters, sun angle and stand structural information. A reflectance curve is the output.
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The first three are currently and readily
measurable from satellite image
interpretation.
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Fire regime can be characterised by:
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